
The Mystery of 
the Golden Shield
The Adventure Treasure Trail around

York



Things to Know Before You Set Off
Duration
This Trail is approximately 3.5 miles long and should take 2.5 hours to complete.

Start Point and Car Parking
The start point is the Marygate entrance to the Yorkshire Museum Gardens. The best place to 
park is in the Marygate car park. It costs £1.70 per hour (£1.10 with a York resident discount 
badge) and you will need a minimum of 2.5 hours to complete the Trail.

Clue Finder
Do not leave home without preparing your Clue Finder. Cut out all the shapes, and if possible 
laminate it or print it on card.

The Route
Most of the route is set on pavements and therefore normal walking shoes will be fine. Although 
we have deemed the Trail suitable for pushchairs and wheelchairs please be aware that some 
streets are cobbled which might cause slight discomfort.  

The Yorkshire Museum Gardens are open daily but opening times vary throughout the year:-

• March - October:  7.30am - 8.00pm 

• October - November:  7.30am - 6.30pm 

• November - March:  7.30am - 5.30pm 

Please remember that you are responsible for your own safety whilst on the Adventure Trail.



Can you help Eric solve a 
1,000 year old mystery?
Can you imagine what it would be like to solve a 
fantastic mystery and uncover a fabulous treasure?  
Well - this is your opportunity. Legend has it (which 
means that this story is not true but it sounds like 
it could be!!!) that a missing piece of the Bayeux 
Tapestry contained a map revealing the secret 
location of the golden shield carried by William the 
Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings. BBC Hands on 
History has recently discovered the missing piece 
and Eric needs your help to solve the mystery.

The Shields Point the Way
As you walk around York, following our directions, 
you must solve the clues, the answers to which are 
found on permanent features around the town. Clue 
answers match shields on the map on page 9, and 
once found, these shields can be crossed off. When 
you have solved all the clues this will leave one shield 
on each side of the map. Draw a line from the centre 
of the top shield to the centre of the bottom shield. 
Next draw a line from the centre of the shield on the 
left to the centre of the shield on the right. The point 
on the map at which these lines cross is where the 
treasure is hidden! See the example:

Safety on the Trail
You are unaccompanied as you go round the Trail 
and are therefore responsible for your own safety. 
Customers participate in the treasure hunt voluntarily 
and understand that they are solely responsible for 
the safety of themselves and their party whilst on 
the treasure hunt. Treasure Trails Ltd and the BBC 
cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage to 
property, or accident or injury to life and limb incurred 
whilst on this hunt.
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The Clue Finder
You will need the Clue Finder to solve some of the 
clues. Before setting off you must prepare the Clue 
Finder by cutting out some of the viewing aids. 
You might need a grown-up to help you with this. 
Individual clues contain instructions on how to use 
the Clue Finder.

Fun Tasks
Along the way we also have several fun 
tasks for you to do. For ‘I Spy with Eric’s 
Little Eye’ you will need to stand on a 
particular spot to see if you can see what 
Eric has seen.  

The Normans loved riddles. See if you 
can solve some of ‘King Stephen’s 
Riddles’ as you go along.



Find lamp post number 
20. Take the 6th, 13th, 
18th, 29th and 36th 
letters and rearrange 
them to make a word. 
Cross off the shield with 
this word. 

clue 11121

Direction 11121

Continue along the main path, 
taking the left fork up the 
hill, past the Observatory. At 
the exit to the Gardens turn 
left. Cross Library Square and 
continue forward. When you 
reach the end of the road, 
cross the road using the 
pedestrian lights just round 
the corner on your left. Once 
across the road, turn left, 
keeping the road on your left.

At the Roman Fortress lay 
the Clue Finder on the 
map nearby so that York 
Castle appears in Shape 
2. Eliminate a shield with 
the name which appears 
in Shape 4. 

clue 11121

Direction 11121

Continue on past the 
Theatre Royal.
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Direction 11121

Leave the car park by 
the main entrance. Go 
straight ahead and when 
you reach the end of the 
road, cross and turn left 
up the hill. Go through 
the first gate on the right 
which is the entrance to 
the Yorkshire Museum 
Gardens. Follow the main 
path through the Gardens.

Marygate Car Park

Start point

Did you know
To your left stand the ruins 
of St Mary’s Abbey, once the 
largest and richest Benedictine 
establishment in the north of 
England. The original abbey 
on the site was founded in 
1055. It was refounded in 1088 
by William II who laid the 
foundation stone of the Norman 
church, although this church 
no longer remains. The stone 
walls that surrounded the abbey 
were built in the 1260s and they 
remain the most complete set 
of abbey walls in the country.  
The Hospitium building, in the 
grounds of the abbey, contains a 
rare survival, a Norman window. 

Stop when you are in the precise 
position to see this picture. 

Now solve this:

I Spy with Eric’s little eye something 
beginning with 34 S in the D (clue – 
no entry).

Have a look at Page 8 to see if you 
are right.

i spy with eric’s little eye 11121



The man who invented it 
doesn’t want it. 

The man who bought it 
doesn’t need it. 

The man who needs it 
doesn’t know it. 

What is it?

Have a look at Page 8 
to see if you are right.
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Find a Great man and 
cross off the shield with 
the number of years this 
man lived.

clue 11121

Direction 11121

Continue along the 
same path keeping the 
road on your right. 

Did you know
One of York’s main features 
are its Bar Walls. The walls 
encircle the city and are 
punctuated, at intervals, by 
four medieval gateways, 
known as Bars. You are 
now near Bootham Bar, 
which is by far the oldest, 
incorporating a Norman outer 
archway. It stands on the site 
of a Roman gateway.

Direction 11121

Go through the Bar and 
cross the road to use 
the left hand footpath. 
Continue forward and 
then bear left to take you 
past York Minster, keeping 
the road on your right.

king stephen s 
riddle

Stop when you are in the precise 
position to see this picture. 

Now solve this:

I Spy with Eric’s little eye something 
beginning with F in a VC (clue – a 
musical connection).

Have a look at Page 8 to see if you 
are right.

i spy with eric’s little eye 11121

Did you know
York’s first Minster was 
built for the baptism of the 
Anglo Saxon King, Edwin 
of Northumbria. Originally 
built of wood it was rebuilt 
in stone in the 7th Century. 
This small stone church 
survived until 1069 when 
the Normans took control 
of the city. In the year 1070 
Thomas of Bayeux became 
Archbishop of York and 
started building a cathedral 
which in time grew into the 
Minster we have today. York 
Minster is now the largest 
Gothic church in England. 
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Direction 11121

Continue on the 
footpath and turn 
right at the corner, 
keeping the road 
on your left. Carry 
straight on at the road 
junction.

Direction 11121

Continue along the same path. At the 
junction with Whip-Ma-Whop-Ma-
Gate continue straight on. Walk past 
the red post box and bear left towards 
the church. Follow the footpath up the 
incline, keeping the church on your 
right. Just past the church, cross the 
road using the pedestrian lights and 
carry straight on, following the sign for 
the Jorvik Viking Centre.

Did you know
The area on the other side 
of this main road was once 
known as the King’s Fishpool. 
The Normans dammed the 
River Foss where it joins the 
River Ouse, creating a water-
filled moat and marshland.  
This area was so difficult to 
cross that no city walls were 
needed in this area. 

Direction 11121

Continue forward, 
passing through the 
Bar. At the traffic lights, 
cross the road towards 
Keystones. Continue 
up St Maurice’s Road, 
keeping the main road on 
your left. 

In the vicinity of the green 
signpost for the Red Tower 
lay the Clue Finder on the 
nearby map so the street 
of Layerthorpe shows in 
Shape 4. Eliminate the 
word found under spear 
8H.

clue 11121

Stop when you are in the precise 
position to see this picture. 

Now solve this:

I Spy with Eric’s little eye something 
beginning with FCH (clue – old 
dwelling).

Have a look at Page 8 to see if you 
are right.

i spy with eric’s little eye 11121

Did you know
It was in the 1st Century 
that the Romans constructed 
the first walls around York. 
When the Vikings invaded 
in the 9th Century they 
buried the Roman walls 
beneath an earth bank.  
They then constructed a 
tall fence of wooden stakes 
on top of this. The wooden 
fence was replaced in the 
13th and 14th Centuries 
with the stone walls we see 
today.  

Did you know
The large flattened area on 
the other side of the main road 
is called Hungate. In January 
2007 a major archaeological 
excavation began which is 
due to last five years. So far 
clay pits, wells and springs 
have been found. The 
most significant find of the 
excavation so far is the cellar 
of an Anglo-Scandinavian 
house which dates from the 
mid to late 10th Century.

The beginning of eternity

The end of time and space

The beginning of every end

And the end of every place

What is it?

Have a look at Page 8 
to see if you are right.

king stephen s 
riddle
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Direction 11121

Walk away from the Tower 
towards the main road. 
With the Tower Street sign 
in front of you, cross the 
road. Turn immediately left 
and follow the footpath, 
keeping the main road on 
your left. After crossing the 
bridge over the river turn 
right. Cross the road using 
the traffic island and go up 
Cromwell Road, using the 
right hand footpath.

o

Stop when you are in the precise 
position to see this picture. 

Now solve this:

I Spy with Eric’s little eye something 
beginning with CL (clue – it will get 
you from A to B). 

Have a look at Page 8 to see if you are 
right.

i spy with eric’s little eye 11121

Direction 11121

Walk towards the red post 
box and turn left. Cross 
at the zebra crossing and 
immediately turn right, 
keeping the car park on 
your left. Cross the car park 
entrance and continue 
along the footpath, keeping 
the tower on your left.

Hunt for information 
about the Tower. Cross off 
the shield with the date 
associated with a group 
seeking refuge. 

clue 11121

In the vicinity of the 
Jorvik Viking Centre find 
the churchyard. Count 
the number of arched 
windows between the six 
winged griffins above the 
churchyard. Cross off the 
shield with this number.

clue 11121

Did you know
Jorvik is the Viking name 
for York. The Vikings ruled 
York from 866AD. In 1069 
the Normans invaded York. 
Determined to make their 
mark, they left most of the city 
in ruins. The Normans were 
the descendants of the Vikings 
who had settled in France. 
Under Norman rule the city 
became known as York.

Did you know
Skeldergate Bridge, completed 
in 1880, links the two Norman 
castles built in York. William 
the Conqueror ordered a castle 
to be built on each side of the 
River Ouse; York Castle on 
the east, where you have just 
been, and the Old Baile on 
the west. Baile Hill is all that 
remains of the castle known 
as the Old Baile.

Feed me and I live, 

Give me a drink and I die.

What am I?

Have a look at Page 8 
to see if you are right.

king stephen s 
riddle



At the Bar lay the 
Clue Finder on the 
information board, 
putting Spear 2B 
under the name of 
a current prince. 
Eliminate the shield 
with the name 
revealed in Shape 5.

clue 11121

Using the first entrance 
to the churchyard, 
remain on the path and 
find the first name of a 
man with a bird in his 
surname. Remove the 
shield with this name. 

clue 11121

At the Holy Trinity 
church, find out where 
the 11th Century 
inhabitants came from. 
Cross off the shield 
which matches this 
word.

clue 11121
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Direction 11121

Carry along the same 
footpath until you 
reach the crossroads. 
Turn left towards the 
church, crossing the 
roads carefully.

Did you know
St Mary’s Church, Bishophill 
Junior is the oldest church in 
the city. The lower parts of 
the tower date back to the 
10th Century. It was extended 
in the early 11th Century 
and contains stones re-used 
from a nearby civilian Roman 
settlement. The nave and the 
north aisle have their origins 
in the 12th Century.  

Direction 11121

Leave the churchyard 
and turn right. Follow the 
footpath around the corner 
to the right. Carry straight 
on, passing a number of 
churches. At the end of Priory 
Street, cross the road on your 
left walking past The Priory. 

Direction 11121

Retrace your footsteps 
along Micklegate. Keep 
the road on your left, carry 
straight on and cross over 
the Priory Street junction. 

Stop when you are in the precise 
position to see this picture. 

Now solve this:

I Spy with Eric’s little eye something 
beginning with WV on a CT (clue 
–something to point the way).

Have a look at Page 8 to see if you are 
right.

i spy with eric’s little eye 11121

Direction 11121

Continue along Micklegate 
with the road on your left. 
At the set of traffic lights 
carry straight on, over the 
road junction.

Direction 11121

Walk across the bridge 
over the river, crossing 
the road at the pedestrian 
crossing. Turn left down 
Spurriergate (which 
becomes Coney Street). 
There are two clues to find 
in this street.
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Direction 11121

Congratulations - You should now be left 
with 4 shields. Follow the instructions to 
solve the puzzle and see the page “Things to do 
when you are finished” to see how to submit 
your answer. To get back to the start carry on 
along Stonegate. Turn left at the end of the 
street, into High Petergate. Cross the road and 
go straight on to Bootham Bar. At the Bar turn 
left. Cross the main road using the traffic island. 
Once across, turn right and follow the footpath 
round the corner. Carry straight on, keeping 
the main road on your right, until you reach 
Marygate. Turn left and walk along Marygate 
until you reach the Bay Horse pub. Turn right 
and you will find the car park straight ahead.

Find the entrance to 
the remains of a 12th 
Century house. Cross 
off the shield that 
matches the two digit 
number on the door.

clue 11121

‘I Spy with Eric’s Little Eye’ and ‘King Stephen’s Riddles’ answers:
I Spy 1: 34 Stones in the Doorway,    I Spy 2: Fish in a Violin Case,    I Spy 3: Fifteenth Century House,    
I Spy 4: Carr’s Lane,    I Spy 5: Weather Vane on a Clock Tower

Riddle 1: Coffin,    Riddle 2: The letter e,    Riddle 3: Fire.

Here are the answers 
to the ‘I Spy with 
Eric’s Little Eye’ 

and ‘King Stephen’s 
Riddles’, but don’t 
look until you have 

had a really good go!

Search for a plaque 
marking the location 
of a pub which was 
situated in this street 
for 250 years. Eliminate 
the shield with the date 
associated with the 
name of this pub.

clue 11121 o

Did you know
In Norman times there 
was a synagogue around 
the area you are now 
in, thought to be where 
‘Next’ is. 

Direction 11121

Continue down Coney 
Street until you reach 
St Helen’s Square. 
Turn right, cross the 
road and head down 
Stonegate. 

Did you know
Through this doorway are the 
remains of a Norman House. If 
the door is open it is worth a 
look. The house was originally 
a two storey building. The 
few decorative details and the 
masonry fix the date of the 
house at c.1180. It is the oldest 
dwelling house of which any 
substantial remains still stand 
in the city of York. 

Find a green plaque on 
a holy building. Line up 
Spear D4 under the letter 
R of the capitalised name 
of the saint. Remove the 
shield with the word 
revealed under Spear 
11K.

clue 11121



The answer to each clue will match one of the shields around the map. Solve all the clues 
and four shields will remain, one on each side. Draw a line from the centre of the top 
shield to the centre of the bottom shield, and a line from the centre of the left shield to the 
centre of the right shield. Where the lines cross is where the Golden Shield is hidden. 

Solve the mystery

71 France South 1190

William 1088 Henry 1614

Aldwark

Victoria

Jewbury

52

45

63

Anne

Michael
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Published by BBC Learning
Trail designed and created by Treasure Trails Ltd
Illustrations by Glen McBeth and Aaron Hutchens

Find Norman walks, castles and battle 
sites near you on our interactive map. 
Plus print off free spotter’s guides for 
your day out. 

Find lots of ideas for getting hands on 
with history back at home:

• Create a family time capsule
• Host your own medieval feast
• Build a Norman castle

bbc.co.uk/history
Meet me online at
bbc.co.uk/history
and watch my 
Norman adventure.

Things to do when you have finished
1. Submit Your Answer and See If You Are Right
To submit your answer simply send an 
email to handsonhistory@bbc.co.uk 
and include the following:

In the subject heading the phrase: 
Golden Shield.

In the body of the text: The answer 
plus your name and e-mail address. 

If you are correct you will be sent 
a brilliant certificate.

2. Visit the BBC Hands On History Website
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